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About Bicentenary Celebrations of Urdu Journalism:
The Department of Mass Communication and Journalism, Maulana Azad National Urdu
University, Hyderabad is organizing year long ‘Bicentenary Celebrations of Urdu Journalism’ under the title - “Karwaan-e-Urdu Sahafat - Celebrating 200 years of Urdu
Journalism: 1822 -2022) during current year 2022, comprising numereous Events.
The Celebration has begins with the launch of Logo Making competition of the event on
27th March, 2022, followed by Bicentenary Celebrations Wishes. The other events
of Bicentenary Celebrations includes - Video Memoirs, Best Video Documentary Film
Festival on Urdu Journalism, Exhibition of Persian/Urdu Newspapers Archives and Rare
Urdu Media Books & Weekly, Quarterly, Monthly Magazines pertaining to Urdu Journalism only, Urdu Play Competition based on Urdu Journalism schedule from 27th March
to October, 2022. The main event International Conference, Urdu Media Conclave, Urdu
Media Summit, Cultural Events and Urdu Media Awards Ceremony will be held in the
second week of November, 2022.

Video Memoirs Competition on Urdu Journalism:
One of the Event of ‘Bicentenary Celebrations of Urdu Journalism’ includes ‘Video
Memoirs’. Often times, history records events and personalities that is remarkable and
exceptional thereby pushing the contribution and struggles of many unsung heroes
who are not acknowledged/ unlauded / unhailed and unrecognized/unnoticed by the
society. The idea of recording the Bicentenary Celebrations ‘Video Memoirs’ is one of
the major initiative to bring out the untold stories and the contribution of the people
that were never chronicled. Our Video Memoirs Project will document all such stories.
A prize of Rs. 10,000/- (Rs. Ten Thousand Only) will be awarded for the winning
entry on the occasion of ‘Valedictory Function’ of Bicentenary Celebrations preferably
in the second week of November, 2022.
The best ‘Video Memoirs’ will be shared on social media during month of June to November, 2022 and will be screened on the occasion of Inaugural Session of the Bicentenary Celebrations preferably in the month of November, 2022. Further, all the ‘Video
Memoirs’ will be stored on a dedicated ‘Website’ of ‘Bicentenary Celebrations of Urdu Journalism’, which will be launched in the month of October, 2022, so, that the future generations may get benefited.
What are Video Memoirs?
The Video Memoirs are an attempt to receive Video entries from people around the
globe. The people will share the memories of some of our most venerable persons that
promote a better understanding of Urdu Journalism among different regions, commu-

nities and people. Based on both past and present state and the ‘Facts’ related to Urdu
Journalism. The memoirs that provide opportunities to think, learn, capture and share
their stories of historic moments, memories and experiences for future generations. We
look forward to see the memoirs that walk us through the memory lane and the essence
of real Urdu Journalism. That relate us to the people actively involved with glorious past
of Urdu Journalism.
The ‘Video Memoir would be a short personal account of an event or a personality related to Urdu Journalism. It can be an interesting anecdote or a story that revolved
around an Urdu newspaper, writer, journalist or a place. It can be a first-hand account
or memory-based narration passed from one generation to another. It can also be biographical detailing important and interesting facts and events related to Urdu Journalism.
Nevertheless, these personalities and events are very much a part of the living memories of the masses and people. There is not a place, big or small, where people do not tell
stories of these unsung heroes based on the oral traditions and folklore. The idea is to
collect as many Video memoirs related to Urdu Journalism and showcase them for the
young generations.
You are requested to please record a Video Memoir of your own and your colleagues.
You are also requested to get a Video Memoir recorded from people of your vicinity and
larger community around you.
Who can participate in ‘Video Memoir’ Competition?
Any working / independent Journalist in Urdu Media as well as mainstream Hindi/English Media or any vernacular Media may record a ‘Video Memoir’ by identifying
such persons in and around the regions after making a small effort to identify such persons as mentioned above
Moreover, any person/academician/historian/researcher/student can also participate
and record/send the ‘Video Memoir’.
Further, any individual who is yet to be acknowledged and has pleasant anecdotes related to the glorious past of Urdu Journalism. May also share their own “Video Memoir”
as per the desired guidelines.
(Note: In case, if someone is unable to record the “Video Memoir” from their end,
Kindly intimate the Department so that necessary arrangements for the recording
can be made.)
Theme and Contest Description for Video Memoirs:
The ‘Video Memoir’ aims to promote Urdu Journalism among the people irrespective of
caste, religion and creed. People across the world are open to share their video recordings of duration of 5 to 10 minutes, which highlight their memories, experiences,
unheard or unseen facts and stories of our unsung heroes about Urdu Journalism
and people associated with Urdu Journalism. It could be ‘Intimate Stories’ about their
family, friend, acquaintances or someone who inspired them.

Time Line for Submission:
Submission Starts From: 15th May, 2022
Last Date of Submission: 15th October, 2022
Rules, Guidelines and Instructions for producing the ‘Video Memoirs’:
Duration: 5-10 minutes
Equipment: A professional Video Camera or a Mobile Phone with a Microphone)
Quality: HD with High Resolution
Frame/ Camera Positioning: If the ‘Video Memoir’ is recorded through ‘Mobile Camera’, it should be positioned ‘Horizontally’, not vertically.





Editing: In case, if anyone may not able to send edited video, please send it to us and the
Department shall take care.
Instructions:


To avoid shaky videos and to record it properly/professionally, please record the
‘Video Memoir’ by using tripod/camera mount with sufficient/adequate light.
 There shall no noise, other than, if it is used creatively for ambience. It is requested
to maintain ‘Good Audio Quality’, throughout the recording.
 Please send some establishing shots (comprising different shots along with the
Guest sitting/moving him in the surrounding areas where the actual recording is being done) and 2-3 cut aways(any shot of the Guest’s wrist watch, pocket pen etc)
that are to be inserted at the time of editing.
 Please shoot the video in close-up shot (from Head to Shoulder).
 Please don’t add logos and watermarks to the videos.
 The Department/University have the right to edit/modify the ‘Video Memoir’, if it
requires corrections/modifications.
 The exact name and designation shall be sent of the person whose ‘Video Memoir’ is
recording.
The ‘Video Memoir’ may be send in MP-4 (HD) format only and send it to mail given
below.
How to send the Videos:
The ‘Video Memoir’ shall be send through wetransfer.com available at Google. For
better video quality, kindly transfer the video footage directly from your mobile device. Or to attach the video conveniently, kindly transfer the Video through
USB Cable to your Desktop and then drag/attach the video through wetransfer.com and send it to kusbc200vm@gmail.com

The participants can submit their entries through the Google Form link provided
below:
https://forms.gle/cx32PQLWosGF3Tmu8
Criteria of Selection of Best ‘Video Memoir’:
The Best ‘Video Memoir’ will be scrutinized by a ‘Panel of Experts’ from the field of
Media constituted by the Department/University.
For any Query/Clarifications kindly contact:
Mr. Syed Husain Abbas Rizvi
Member, Organizing Committee,
Bicentenary Celebrations of Urdu Journalism &
Assistant Professor
Department of Mass Communication and Journalism
Maulana Azad National Urdu University
Gachibowli, Hyderabad, TS
Email : shar110@manuu.edu.in
Phone: 7893620604

